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Employment: Mixed, Suspiciously, and No Game-Changer 

by Pierre Ellis 

The July payroll numbers rewrite history mildly, with a less-strong tinge, and show a modest 
slowdown in the new month.  This is not a panic-button change for the Fed, but will keep alive 
debate about immediate timing of "tapering." 

July employment rose a less-than-generally expected 162,000 (Consensus: +185,000; Decision 
Economics: +172,000), with private employment up 161,000.  Revisions to the private-sector 
total took 6,000 out of the June increase (+196,000, vs +202,000) and 20,000 out of the May 
increase (+187,000, vs +207,000). 

The relatively threatening July private-sector slowdown was mainly centered in the service 
sector, which rose 157,000, after +188,000, and that weakening was isolated to the professional 
and business services category: +36,000, vs +61,000 in June, mainly in employment services, 
and the leisure and hospitality category: +23,000, vs +57,000. 

Most major sectors actually saw improvement in July compared to June, and the hard-hit few 
might be particularly sensitive to summer-season distortions--making the significance of the 
overall slowdown uncertain. 

But, there was no clear reinforcement to the idea of a purely localized, special-factor, weakening 
in the behavior of the workweek, which shortened by 0.1 hour (Consensus and Decision 
Economics: unched), or in average houly earnings, which reversed some of the 0.4% June rise 
with a 0.1% decline (Consensus: +0.1%; Decision Economics: +0.2%). 

Altogether, the numbers probably amount to a general picture of sideways-to-better motion, 
overlaid with the weakness in potentially summer-distorted categories. 

The Fed will be very cautious in extrapolating this tone to full third quarter, but will clearly pull 
down concerns about upside risk.  Worries about downside risks will not deepen immediately--
but would if there is no improvement next month. 

Household data, meanwhile, show strength, with the unemployment rate falling 0.2 point, to 
7.4%, on a 227,000 rise in employment--extending a four-month string of solid increases--and a 
decline of 37,000 in the labor force.  Most observers will score that as a "legitimate" 0.1% 
decline in the rate. 

 


